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Introduction

The AxSTREAM® RotorDynamics and AxSTREAM® 
RotorDesign and Bearings modules were added to the 
SoftInWay AxSTREAM® software platform to determine the 
dynamic and mechanical characteristics of rotor-bearing 
support systems using a Finite Element Method (FEM), and 
the hydrodynamic and mechanical characteristics of 
different types of journal bearings using the Finite 
Difference Method (FDM).

These programs feature a user-friendly interface and are 
easy to understand and operate while providing users 
with fast and accurate analysis results. 

AxSTREAM® RotorDynamics

Applications of AxSTREAM® RotorDynamics include 
different types of rotors that can be used in machines 
such as steam turbines, compressors, pumps, electric 
motors, generators, and more. 

The RotorDynamics software can perform several types of 
analysis including Static Rotor Deflection, Lateral Critical 
Speeds, Critical Speed Map, Damped Unbalance 
Response, Stability, and Train Torsional  Modal
and Transient. 

AxSTREAM® Bearing

AxSTREAM® Bearing allows users to synthesize and analyze 
detailed models of bearings for different configurations by 
performing steady-state, transient, and map 
analysis.

There are a number of different fluid film bearings
currently available in AxSTREAM® Bearing including:

•  Plain cylindrical journal bearing
•  Rolling elements bearing – Deep groove,
    self-aligning, spherical roller, straight roller,
    tapered roller
•  Bump gas bearing
•  Fixed and tilting pad journal bearing
•  Fixed and tilting pad thrust bearings

The software has a flexible geometry configurator to model 
features such as pockets, lobes, oil supply channels, etc.
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Steady-state analysis determines the static equilibrium and 
the bearing hydrodynamic characteristics, such as 
maximum film pressure, bearing eccentricity ratio, 
mimimum film thickness, and others required for bearing 
design.

Transient analysis considers dynamic conditions, when the 
bearing is oscillating around the static equilibrium position, 
and allows conclusions about the stability of the journal 
bearing operation to be made.
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AxSTREAM® RotorDesign

The AxSTREAM® RotorDesign tool allows users to import 
a new/existing/optimized flow path design from any 
AxSTREAM® project in order to design the rotor based on 
AxSTREAM® 2D flowpath layout or through a manual 
input of the blade axial and radial positions as well as 
mass-inertia characteristics when used as a standalone 
software. 

Once the initial rotor design is ready, the entire rotor 
model can be exported to the AxSTREAM® RotorDynamics 
module to perform rotor dynamics analyses, making for 
an easy and time-saving solution to rotor design and 
dynamics analysis.  
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Conclusions

All three software modules propose flexible 
post-processing and reporting capabilities like 3-D plots, 
maps, and other reporting tools.  

Interaction between the AxSTREAM® Bearing, RotorDesign 
and RotorDynamics modules is organized for fast and easy 
analysis and allows user to get the rotor geometry, 
export/import characteristics such as stiffness, damping 
bearing characteristics and reactions caused by rotor 
weight.

Bearing, RotorDynamics and RotorDesign provide a 
completely integrated solution for all of your 
turbomachinery rotor design, analysis, and optimization 
needs as each module interacts and works seamlessly with 
each other. 
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Geometry Modelling Features:

•   Cylindrical/conical elements/sections 
•   Inner bore element 
•   Fillet/chamfer element
•   Groove/jut element 
•   Flow path manual input 
•   Disk elements 
•   Blade root elements 
•   Elements copy option 
•   Elements mirror option 
•   Elements positions change option 
•   Rotor design creation based on prototype drawing 
•   Bearing element and position definition

Map analysis performs a series of steady-state analyses 
calculated under different rotational speeds. This analysis 
produces the characteristics, which are used in rotor 
dynamics analysis, namely stiffness and damping 
coefficients.

Mechanical characteristics for different types of
rolling-element bearings can be calculated using
simplified approach in AxSTREAM® Bearing.


